
 
From: Shaun Madumbo [mailto:smadumbo@knysna.gov.za]  
Sent: Wednesday, 03 August 2022 16:47 

To: Andre Vercueil - Architects Etc 

Cc: johan@paradisefound.co.za; Nosipho Vonya 
Subject: RE: 2022_08_02_RE: FARM 216 PORTION 46 BRENTON, KNYSNA: APPLICATION FOR 

CONSENT USE 

 
￼ 

 

Dear Andre 

  
I had a look at the documents and found the following: 
  

         (i)         The SG diagram does show a servitude – however, based on your proposal, the 
servitude area will not be affected. In my opinion, this specific matter is resolved. I 
would however advise you to elaborate on this in your motivating report to the 
application. 

        (ii)        On the restrictive title condition, the key issue is the reference that the property 
can only be used for residential purposes. Your proposal is for a guest house and the 
Municipality must be satisfied that the proposal complies with the restrictive 
conditions of title. It is thus advised that should you be of the opinion that a guest 
house is considered a residential use or purpose, you will need to argue this point as 
such in your motivation report to the application. The Zoning Scheme does not 
specify or define “residential” per se but I would advise looking into the ordinary 
meaning of the word and build an argument around this meaning. It is important 
that your argument(s) are convincing and solid and reasonably satisfy the 
Municipality that the proposed guest house is considered a “residential purpose.” In 
the event that no credible argument can be made, the worst case scenario would be 
the removal of the restrictive title condition(s) contained in the title deed. 

       (iii)       From my understanding of your submission, these are the only pertinent 
aspects for consideration. Please advise if correct.  

  
I trust the above answers your queries. 
  
Kind regards 
  
Shaun Madumbo, Pr Pln (A/1510/2012) Senior Town Planner 
P O Box 21. Knysna. 6570. Western Cape. South Africa 
Tel +27 (0)44 302 6300 (switchboard) or +27 (0)44 302 6268 (direct) 
e-mail smadumbo@knysna.gov.za 

  
From: Andre Vercueil - Architects Etc <andre@architectsetc.com>  
Sent: 03 August 2022 11:24 
To: Shaun Madumbo <smadumbo@knysna.gov.za> 
Cc: johan@paradisefound.co.za; Nosipho Vonya <nvonya@knysna.gov.za> 
Subject: 2022_08_02_RE: FARM 216 PORTION 46 BRENTON, KNYSNA: APPLICATION FOR CONSENT 
USE 
Importance: High 
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Dear Shaun, 
  
Thank you for phoning me back just now. 
  
I hereby attach the Title Deed as you requested. We are of the opinion that the title deed 
restrictions referred to in the title deed may not be applicable – could you please confirm. 
  
I have taken advise and I have also spoken to the land surveyor, your colleague Linda and to Randall 
Solomon. Would you please see my comments inserted in green into Nosipo’s  mail below for your 
attention. Linda Suggested that I discuss the application with you. 
  
In view of my comments below, do you agree that these restrictions are not applicable or shall we 
apply for the removal of the applicable Title Deed Restrictions in this same application, or do we still 
need to just get a conveyance to comment on the items highlighted? 
  
We now await your response. 
  
Kind Regards, 
  
André Vercueil 
B.Build, B.Arch, PrArch. M SACAP, M APHP 
  
ANDRÉ VERCUEIL CONSULTING ARCHITECTS CC 
E-Mail: andre@architectsetc.com 
Website: https://www.architectsetc.com 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/Andre.Vercueil.Architects 
Cell: 082 565 4618.  
  
￼ 
￼ 
  
From: Nosipho Vonya [mailto:nvonya@knysna.gov.za]  
Sent: Monday, 01 August 2022 13:13 

To: Andre Vercueil - Architects Etc 

Cc: johan@paradisefound.co.za 
Subject: Incomplete Application 
  
￼ 

  

Dear Applicant,  
  
FARM 216 PORTION 46 BRENTON, KNYSNA: APPLICATION FOR CONSENT 
USE 

  
1.Receipt of your application is herewith acknowledged. 
  
Application dated                               :08 July 2022 
Date received by Municipality            :22 July 2022 

Pre-consultation meeting held           :No 
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2.The application is considered incomplete and cannot be processed further. Please 
provide the Municipality with the following outstanding information and/or 
documentation within 14 days from the date hereof: 
  

         Please provide “Power of Attorney” relevant to the Knysna Spatial Planning and 

Land Use Management By-law (2021); Thank you, I have arranged for an 

amendment to the current ‘power of attorney’ 

         Please note that the cost of a consent use is R 2,745.76, please provide proof 

of payment for the difference in cost. As we may amend the application, it may 

also impact on the costs, I will arrange for the balance as soon as we have 

clarity as to how to move forward with this application. 

         Please provide floor layout for the building in question. I will send the complete 

set of plans with the next submission. 

         The application to include a motivation in terms of Section 65 Knysna Spatial 

Planning and Land Use Management By-law (2021), including the following 

issues: 

o   Motivation for consent use for guest house application. Okay thanks, I will 

prepare this. 

o   The motivation is to include the number of bedrooms including the 

associated number of parking bays. Understood. 

o   It should qualify the application in terms of the development parameters for 

a guest house; and Understood. 

o   the implication of the existing servitude on the proposed guest house I will 

elaborate on this in a later item. 

         Please confirm whether a permanent application for a departure would be 

applicable since the building appears to be straddling the building line. The 

building does NOT straddle the building line. The building is on the building line 

and the roof overhang is within the allowable limits. I will clarify that information 

on the drawings, based on the parameters of the Zoning Scheme. 

         Kindly also indicate the servitude on the site plan and provide a conveyancer 

certificate in respect of the requested consent use for a guest house, confirming 

whether there is no restrictive title deed condition applicable to this application. 

Should there be a restrictive title deed condition, then the relevant application is 

to be applied for. 



We comment regarding the Title Deed: 

a)       ￼I do not believe that this item in the Title Deed is applicable, as it relates to the mother 

ERF. 

b)      ￼(1) I also do not believe that subdivision is applicable. (2) I also believe that a consent use 

of ‘Guest House’ is still ‘used solely for residential purposes’. (3) ‘Sanitation & cleanliness’ is 

obvious. (5) Fencing the property is not allowed in a critically endangered sand dune nature 

area, so this ‘servitude’ is not achievable. 

c)       ￼This clause ‘D’ is not applicable as there is no subdivision. 

d)      ￼This clause ‘E’ is the same as Clause ‘C’ – please see above. 

e)      ￼Clause ‘F’ is a repeat of the above clauses – already commented on. 

f)        ￼Clause ‘G’ is a repeat of Clause ‘F’ – already commented on. 

g)       Further to the above, Clauses ‘G’ – ‘U’ refer to all the previous items of Residential Use, 

Sanitation, Fencing, Subdivision. Clause ‘P’, ‘Q’, ‘R’ & ‘S’,  adds ‘restriction against the use for 

industrial purposes’.  

h)      ￼Clause ‘V’ describes an area h, j & n1, which I believe is not applicable to this property. 

i)        Clause ‘W’ once again refers to ‘restriction against industrial purposes and ‘fencing’ – 

already commented on. 

j)        ￼ 

￼Clause ‘X’ & ‘XI’ may be applicable to this property, as the pipeline is parallel to the bottom 

boundary (railway lines side). This servitude has not been mapped and the exact position has 

never been surveyed. We can add this servitude to the site plan, which is at the bottom of 

the property, on the opposite end of the proposed position of the dwelling. 

  

3. An Application Number shall be allocated once the application is considered 

complete in terms of the Knysna Municipality By-law on Municipal Land Use 

Management (2021). 

4. Kindly note that failure to provide the outstanding information within the 
timeframes contemplated above may result in the Municipality refusing to consider 
the application and a new application having to be submitted.  
  
  
Regards,  

  
Nosipho Vonya Principal Clerk: Land Use Management  
P O Box 21. Knysna. 6570. Western Cape. South Africa 
Tel +27 (0)44 302 6300 (switchboard) or 302 6318 (direct) 
E-mail nvonya@knysna.gov.za 
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